
IHAD Board Rules (updated 22.01.2011)  
 
Tip: To regularly receive the latest news, please go to settings and set the option "Can the Admins email you?" to YES. Thanks!  
 
 
Each community needs a few rules in order to "function", in this place we are no exception too. Therefore we would like to ask you to read and consider the 
following rules. 
 
Everyone, which participates here and posts contributions, confirms and accepts these board rules automatically. With offences, we the team will react 
appropriately and amend postings individually and/or delete them, close/delete threads, declare advises and if it is not avoidable to exclude the appropriate user 
from the board use too. 
General information 
 
The IHAD-Board was furnished as an information platform for the digital receivers of the company Dream-Multimedia-Tv and wants to offer comprehensive 
assistance and a platform to all users for further development and for experience and knowledge exchange. The IHAD-Board stands in no connection with 
Dream-Multimedia-Tv and also is not promoted/supported by Dream-Multimedia-Tv and is thus independent. Official support inquiries must be placed directly 
at Dream Multimedia Tv. None the operator and/or the team have an authorization for official statements in the order or in place of Dream-Multimedia-Tv. 
Official support inquiries must be placed directly to Dream-Multimedia-Tv. None the operator and/or the team have an authorization for official statements in 
the order or on behalf of Dream-Multimedia-TV. 
 
Board use 
 
In order to keep high the information content and the overview in the board, we would like to ask you to keep the following rules. As basis for postings in this 
board the Netiquette as well as the disclaimer apply primarily. Especially we would like to refer you to the following points: 

FAQs are here to be read 
In the database and in the board there are present a constantly growing number of HowTo's and/or FAQ's. These documents were written in order to 
help. Please read these also. If you should not be clear with one of that HowTo's or if you do not understand one of them, please help us by referring 
to it and making improvement suggestions. Also referring to errors found inside are welcome. Only in such a way these documents can become 
better and still help more user in the future. 

 
Use the search function please 
The search function of the board is very voluminous and good. If you have a question or a problem, please use beside the FAQs the board search 
also then. Many questions were discussed already several times and the answers are to be found in the board already. Do not surprise, if you get a 
short negative answer to a question, which was answered already several times. Everyone from the team and on the board helps very gladly, but we 
are not amused to answer the same question three times on the day only because someone was to putrid to use the search. 

 
Use a explicit headline please 
If the topic of the thread becomes already clear from the headline, it shortens the waiting period for an answer substantially then, since persons, 
which are versed in the appropriate topic, will recognize the thread faster and will read it also. With insignificant headlines like "Dreambox 
problem" the erase key is an enticing variant for the team members. 

 
Make clear specifications 
The more clearly and/or more exactly you describe the problem, the less it must be asked for. If in the first question the most important basic data is 
already indicated (which box, which image, etc.), then it helps actively to solve the problem and saves us much time. It´also important the you keep 
your profile/signature up to date. Check it regulary. 

 
Stay on topic 
Please stay within the threads on topic. It is not helpful particularly, if to a direct question comes an answer like "this problem I had already, but up-
to-date I had the following, who can help me". Please open a new thread for a new problem also (if no one is present already). This increases the 
clarity and makes also the search on the board very simpler. 

 
No double postings 
If a team member discovers a double posting, which the same question was posted parallel in several forums of the board, this one will be deleted 
immediately. It is absolutely sufficient, if a question is asked in the most suitable category. It is not pleasant, if someone have to look for solutions 
to a problem in several threads. Please take a look also, before you post, whether a thread to this topic exists already (keyword: search). Newly open 
threads, which treat a running topic again, will be closed by the team likewise and deleted if necessary. 

 
Senseless postings 
There must also be a little bit fun, and there is no problem, if "a little bit amusement" will be given to threads (like funny verdicts). But if there will 
be discovered absolutely senseless postings, which mainly aim to "push up" the contribution counter, so they will be removed without comments 
too. 

 
Handle each other nicely 
Please keep a reasonable handling along and among themselves. There will always be diversities of opinion, which also can be discussed fully here. 
At face-to-face attacks and offenses the team will intervene and stop the discussion. Please remember, that this is a hobby and everyone spend all 
their spare time for this board and also for you. 

 
Solved problems and/or finalized threads 
If you open a thread and the problem was solved in the course of the thread, it would be for all users of advantage, if you edit and add [solved] at 
the beginning of the actual headline. This increases the overview in the board and makes search results more valuable for similar problems. 

 

Readable postings 
Please use complete sentences and fill these also with the punctuation marks offered on the keyboard, since the whole thread becomes clearer and 
more readable then. LARGE written sentences do not correspond the netiquette purely and will be considered as roar. Do not surprise then, if 
someone roars back. 



 
Board language 
The host language on the board is German. Since there are also great many international users, it can be posted and/or answered also in English. For 
bigger discussions in English, there was furnished an English forum on this board especially. If someone should be able in that case, so this one 
shall be so helpful and translate for other user. Please refrain from postings in other languages, since answers will come here rarely only and we are 
not able to control this regarding the legality. In the case of doubt such postings will be deleted likewise therefore. 

 
Links 
Please verify links to other web pages before you put them here. Incorrect links or links to doubtful contents will be removed by the team as well as 
the user will be advised if necessary. 

 
 
 
Taboos 
 
Also this board is subject to German and International Rights and has to keep thereby certain rules at least. Therefore the following topics are absolutely taboo 
and will be deleted without comments. To repeated offence against these taboos an exclusion of the board will be a result immediately. 

Premiere and other PayTV Hack 
Our team has decided that we do not support any hack-issues about Easy.tv or Premiere. We don't wanna face either to Primacom or premiere, and 
so far, this is not a watching issue alone - think about the economical issues of the pay tv providers. This means that we don't tolerate uploaded 
keys, emus, and/or any software. Attachments will be erased and postings deleted. If an user dont take care of this, he will be removed from this 
place immediality - WITHOUT ANY WARNINGS Furthermore we dont allow any user to upload any keys at the moment, because we dont want 
to search within these attachements for such keys. The key-bbs within in this board will be closed at the moment. 

 
NP tools 
We respect the desires of the developers. Therefore are such tools, marked by us as no public (shortly NP), not tolerated also. Appropriate postings 
will be advised and deleted immediately. 

 
Internet cardsharing 
Cardsharing is forbidden and not therefore only not tolerated on the board. Also homesharing support is not allowed in our board. Appropriate 
postings will be advised and deleted. 

 
Software cracks and keygens 
Uploading and/or posting of software cracks and/or key generators is not permitted likewise. Appropriate postings will be advised and deleted. 

 
Illegal content 
Posting of illegal contents like pornographic topics or aggrandizing violance in contributions the team will intersperse an exclusion of such users 
immediately. For discussions about sat erotic there is an own forum here, however the postings have not to be supported with graphic examples. 
Also political propaganda is forbidden on this board and will be deleted and the user advised by the team. 

 
Respect copyrights 
Please respect copyrights of others and add information of source to postings, which are not from you originally. If the actual author should not 
agree with the publication, so let it be then. In the case of doubt the posting will be removed by the team. 

 
Keys and illegal cards 
In our community we dont put up with Cerebro, Didem, Daytona, Anaconda & Co. Any requests will be deleted without any comment. Its not 
allowed to post keys in any way e.g. plain written or attached to a thread. We will not give any support for that (also not by PM) and won t́ offer 
these files in the Blue Panel. 
[list]Emulators/Softcams 
Tools called Softcams (Emulators for CAM Modules) will not be tolerated and discussed. 
 
Links to URL´s containing Keys are forbidden and will be edited or deleted. Also requests for keys and for addons for automatic key update will be 
edited or deleted. By offences against this rule the account will be deleted. 

 
 
 
Board uploads und attachments 
 
New plugins, images and tools are welcome at any time here, as long as these do not contradict to the board rules. Images which contain cardsharing and/or NP 
tools as well as so-called backups are not tolerated(urls/links to that stuff too). We also don t́ tolerate any attachments containing keys or any illegal content. 
Appropriate postings will be deleted without exception and the appropriate user will be advised. 
 
 
Rules for selling/offering 
 
Ihad has stopped the possibilty of buying or selling Receivers or any other stuff. Threads with such content will be deleted immediatley. If you act against this 
rule, your account can be deleted. 
There is/there will be no adhesion by the IHAD team for not proper commodity, supply, no payment etc... That's a case between buyers and salesmen! All offers 
have to have a price suggest. Offers without price suggest will be deleted. 
 
 
Private messages (PM/PN) 
 
The board offers a possibility to you to exchange directly among themselves. Please keep the rules here also. If a user should not do this, we would like to ask 
the involved ones to report us these incidences, so that we can prevent this. In principle the conveyed information by PM is private and may not be published 
without agreement of the other one. This applies also to e-mail addresses and real names. 
 
 



Advertisement on the board 
 
The advertisement on the board is reserved via banners to the board sponsors. Advertisement within threads or within signatures will be edited and/or deleted by 
the team. Please adhere to this. 
 
 
Offences and sanctions 
 
With offences against the rules the team will react appropriately. This will be done in following ways: the appropriate postings will be edited, postings or 
threads will be closed and deleted, users will be advised and/or completely excluded from the board. In normal case fatal offences will be advised with a yellow 
card on the judge chair and in case of recurrence this user will be excluded from the board with a red card. These sanctions are discussed in the team and occur 
according to available rules here and not to personal revenge campaigns. Please be appreciative of the fact that the team and/or in last instance the admin are 
called to account for this board. Therefore the team will attach importance to the adherence of the rules also and will leave no exceptions. Sanctions of the team, 
not given a damn whether it is a closed thread or exclusions of users, are made after best conscience and are co-ordinated within the team. Unnecessary 
discussions after sanctions will be closed and deleted likewise. 
 
 
Conditions of PayTV Providers 
 
As we have our board rules, the program / pay-TV providers also have their conditions/rules. There are several things regulated, including receivers which must 
be used to receive their TV-Program. It is in the responsibility of the users to know and observe them. IHAD can not be made responsible if the user does not 
respect the terms of the program / pay-TV providers. 
 
 
Tools / Plugins / Addons / Skins Upload 
 
If you upload plugins, skins, tools and addons the author agrees on (if he himself has uploaded it here and has the rights on it) that his work can be modified 
from the users on this board. He accepts that it can be uploaded in the database and / or the Blue Panel. Making changes on it does not violate the rights of the 
author. If the author does not agree to this, the thread/post can be closed/edited or deleted by the team. 
 
 
Links / Content / Attachments 
 
If contents or links that have been edited or censored by the team are edited back by the user, the user will be exclused immediately (red card) from the Board. 
 
 
Sat-Receiver and Dream Multimedia Images / Sat-Receiver of other manufactor. 
 
IHAD is a board for the boxes and images of the company Dream Multimedia. Boxes of other manufacturers and also images of other boxes will not be 
discussed or supported here. Such threads/posts can be edited or closed or deleted by the team. Users owning so called "Clones" of the Dreamboxes and are 
trying to get support or help here, can be deleted immediately. 
 
 
Special note to the Gemini Images: 
 
The images include a protection against he so called clone boxes. Again, IHAD can not be made responsible if the so called Clones break down after an image 
is flashed, which was never made to be run on a not original Dreambox. 
 
 
Registration / Useraccounts / Nickname/ Links and advertisment in the Signature 
 
To register in the forum each user has to choose a nickname. On this nickname the IHAD has no influence. If users are violating our boardrules they can be 
deleted from the board. 
Also advertising or links in signatures which refer to pages which are disputable, not supported or can not be assessed from IHAD will be edited/deleted by the 
Team. 
 
The IHAD talks here about a "virtual house ban". That means that you are also not allowed to register here again. The account will be blocked and is no longer 
usable. 
 
If users, who have already been deleted, register here again or already have registered several accounts to use in that case, we will delete these users 
immediately.  
 
 
Changes of the rules 
 
We reserve the right to change and adapt the rules for given reason. Please observe these rules therefore. We will mark changes accordingly and also the date of 
the update status will be customized in the headline. 
 
Please see these rules as what they really are: assistance, in order to be on good terms at still growing number of users. These rules and with it the following 
punishments at offences are not a chicanery and also were not created due to show power of the team. 
 
 
Your IHAD-Team 


